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French manufacturer
for the foodservice equipment

Tournus at NRA Show in Chicago

Tournus Equipement is exhibiting at the NRA Show on a large stand organised jointly
with Santos, Eurocave and Tellier, three French businesses with acknowledged expertise.
The NRA, which takes place each year in Chicago, brings together the major actors in the
North and South American foodservice sector. On this occasion, the Tournus
Equipement team will be proudly promoting the originality of our shelving and washbasins.

Our 2017-2018 price list is available in English

Even more complete, with the new reheating ovens and new temperature holding
banquet trolleys, the catalogue is available now on our website www.tournus.com. It
also includes new floor drains, while the range of equipment for waste sorting is even
more extensive. You will also find there everything connected with our new BIM Library
and our new partnership with Catering Equipment Design (CED).

From Tournus to Moscow via Italy

Since the opening in 2007 of its first shop in Turin, the Italian chain has been sharing its
love for high quality Italian products with cities all over the world, particularly New York
and Tokyo. Eataly has just opened a new shop in Moscow, and quite naturally they
turned to Tournus Equipement once more for the creation of its sales counter for
seafood produce.

From Burgundy to Africa

The number of new creations is expanding in Africa in the luxury hotel sector! Radisson
Blu, Melia Sol and Suite Novotel in Morocco, Conakry Hotel in Guinea, Kigali Hotel in
Rwanda, Mercure Hotel in Algeria and the 5* Zuri Hotel in Zanzibar… The Tournus
strategy of enhancing the elegance and style of customers’ properties, whilst also
oﬀering the best in modern technology, is proving successful for both! Watch this space!
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